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The following is a comment on the published paper shown on the preceding page.

The problem
It is often pointed out that the targets of comparison in a com-

parative construction should conform to some form of parallel 
structure requirement. Accordingly, we find the following ex-
amples in which the pronoun “that” cannot be omitted:
(1) a. The freezing point of alcohol is much lower than*(that of) 

water. 
     b. The heart of a bird is more powerful than*(that of) a mam-

mal of similar size.
However, in Japanese, the discrepancy in (1) is allowed. In 

other words, the second target of comparison (comparative stan-
dard) is allowed to expand its reference in Japanese to fi t itself 
to the parallel element in the subject position.
(2) a. Arukooru-no hyooten-wa mizu (-no hyooten) yori  hikui.
      [Alcohol-GEN freezing-point-TOP water (-GEN freezing-

point) than low]
     b. Tori-no shinzoo-wa onaji ookisa-no honyuurui (no shinzoo) 

yori tsuyoi.
       [Bird-GEN heart-TOP similar size-GEN mammal (-GEN 

heart) than powerful]
English does not allow the conceptual expansion of the com-

parative standard, while Japanese is tolerant of this type of 
expansion.  We would like to delve into the reason for this dif-
ference, with the aim of presenting general licensing conditions 
for conceptual expansions subsuming this particular type as a 
subcase.

Mandatory morphemes of comparison
In examining the comparative formation, we need to pay atten-

tion to the alignment of the morpheme which is indispensable to 
the construction of comparison. In the case of Japanese, the cru-
cial morpheme of comparison “yori” is directly attached to the 
comparative standard as in (2). Without the phrase headed by 
this morpheme, the sentence is not interpreted as a comparative, 
since no morphological marking is assigned to the comparative 
predicate (hikui and tsuyoi). Thus, the semantic importance of 
the standard expression is relatively high with respect to the for-
mation of a comparative construction.

In contrast, the mandatory morpheme of comparison “-er” 
(or “more”) is directly attached to the comparative predicate in 
English, as in (1). The comparative conjunction “than” and the 
comparative standard are optional, such that even without their 
presence, the sentence is understood as a comparative. More-
over, the comparative infl ectional morpheme can never be omit-
ted from the predicate in expressing the concept of comparison. 

In English, the comparative standard is simply adjunctional, and 
its semantic importance is estimated to be relatively small.

As the semantic importance of the comparative standard is 
different between these two languages, it is not surprising that 
conceptual expansion is only admitted in Japanese. This is 
because the processing effort devoted to the proper interpreta-
tion of a noun phrase with a lot of semantic importance sounds 
more reasonable than the effort allotted to the same task for a 
noun phrase with little importance. The participant worthy of 
much attention deserves the processing effort of singling out 
the designation most suitable for the particular context in which 
it is employed. On the other hand, the distribution of effort to 
a participant in a peripheral status is not deemed effective. The 
conceptual expansion of comparative standards in Japanese is 
more motivated than the same conceptual operation allotted to 
the comparative standards in English. This is a realization of 
the general distinction between items profi led in conveying the 
intended message and those in the shadow. Of course, attention 
falls on the former items rather than the latter, and the process-
ing effort should be distributed accordingly.

 English-type and Japanese-type languages
Not only in English, but also in other languages (German, 

French, Spanish, Italian, Russian, Hungarian, Arabic and Es-
peranto) where the indispensable comparative morpheme is 
attached to the comparative predicate just as in English, the 
conceptual expansion of the standard expression is generally not 
attested.
French (Romance)
(3) a. La population du Japon est plus grande que celle de la 

Corée.
      b. *La population du Japon est plus grande que la Corée.

In contrast to the English-type, there are some languages simi-
lar to Japanese in that the mandatory morpheme of comparison 
is realized as a concomitant of the comparative standard (Korean, 
Chinese, Hindi, Swahili, and Turkish). In addition, they seem 
to be more tolerant of the conceptual expansion of the standard 
expressions.
Hindi (Indo-Aryan)   comparative standard + se
(4) a. Japan kī jãnsãnkhya koriya kī jãnsãnkhya se zyada  hai.
       [Japan-GEN population Korea-GEN population from/than 

large is]
      b. Japan kī jãnsãnkhya koriya se zyada hai.
       [Japan-GEN population Korea from/than large is]
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Comparative adverbial phrases
Another interesting fact concerning the observations developed 

thus far is that even in English-type languages, when the crucial 
morpheme designating comparison is directly attached to the 
standard just as in the Japanese-type, the conceptual expansion 
is carried out without diffi culty. This is achieved by employing 
adverbial phrases designating comparison. The present observa-
tion holds with regard to all the English-type natural languages 
cited in this study.
(5) a. Compared with (In comparison to) Japan, the population 

of Korea is small(er). [English]
    b. Im Vergleich zu Japan ist die Bevölkerung von Korea 

klein(er).  [German]

General cases of conceptual expansion
Turning our eyes to general cases of conceptual expansion, 

we fi nd that arguments lexically selected by the predicate of a 
clause are to be ready targets of expansion, in contrast to ad-
junctional phrases in the periphery of the clause. (6a) is an in-
stance of metonymy, where “the kettle” refers to the water in the 
kettle. However, the parallel expansion does not obtain in (6b). 
As an adjunct, the water contained in the kettle is not likely to 
be designated by the container. The intended meaning is real-
ized in (6c), where a specifi c reference is made to the content of 
the kettle.
(6) a. The kettle is boiling. 
        (the kettle = the water in the kettle) 
      b. I put out the fi re with the kettle.
        (*the kettle = the water in the kettle)
      c. I put out the fi re with the water in the kettle.

“The soup” in (7a) refers to the fi re heating the soup. Even if 
we know that the soup is put on the cooking stove, on hearing 
the utterance (7b), we will not take it to mean that the speaker 
got burnt by the fi re heating the soup. Rather, the speaker got 
burnt by the soup itself. Thus, in the position of an adjunct, lit-
eral interpretations are readily selected.
(7) a. Turn off the soup. (the soup = the fi re heating the soup)
      b. I got burnt by the soup. 
         (*the soup = the fi re heating the soup)

From the cases shown above, we can summarize the observa-
tions thus far presented in the following general formula:
(8) Entities profi led through either lexical selection or construc-

tional importance will be readily selected as a target of 
conceptual expansion.

Conventional cases
The comparative structure in English has been claimed to 

reject an expanded reference of the standard expression. Never-
theless, conventional examples are attested in the position of the 
standard even though they are not semantically parallel with the 
subjects at face value.
(9) a. On that matter, the American administrators seem to have 

more fl exibility than the Kremlin. (the Kremlin = admin-
istrators in the Russian government)

      b. These stories are written better than Shakespeare.
         (Shakespeare = Shakespeare’s works)

The important thing in dealing with conventional cases is that 
it is hard to fi nd examples where the expansion is admitted to 
participants only when they function as peripheral elements in 
the described event. “The Kremlin” will refer to the Russian ad-
ministrators irrespective of the argument status of the phrase in 
question.  In other words, this expansion has nothing to do with 
the peripheral character of comparative standards in English. 
Regarding the exceptional behavior of a conventional type of 
conceptual expansion, we can add a second principle to the one 
cited in (8) as follows:
(10) A conceptual expansion licensed only to entities in unpro-

fi led positions is not likely to be observed.
This means when a conceptual expansion is observed in un-

profi led positions, the same conceptual expansion will be read-
ily observed in profiled positions, but not vice versa. In line 
with (10), (9) can be regarded as a subregularity subjected to a 
conventional type of expansion.

Summary
The discussion in the former part of the paper leads to the fol-

lowing generalizations which apply to the conceptual expansion 
in a restricted context of comparative constructions.
(11) a. The conceptual expansion of the standard of comparison 

readily occurs if the mandatory morpheme of compari-
son is attached to the standard. 

      b. If the relevant morpheme is attached to the comparative 
predicate, the expansion of the standard is not likely to 
occur. 

Through the observation of expansion in more general con-
texts, these statements are interpreted as a realization of the 
principle stated in (8). And the unexpected expansions found in 
(9) can be treated with the principle (10) dealing mainly with 
the irregularity of conventional cases.
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